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Abstract This report provides a summary of the Elastic-
Plastic Finite Element Alternating Method (EPFEAM), the
T�-integral fracture mechanics parameter, and the use of
both tools to predict the residual strength of aircraft panels
with multiple-site damage. Because this report is meant to
be self-contained and each of the three subjects is a con-
siderable research topic in itself, the report is written in
three parts. Part I, EPFEAM Theory provides a summary
of the elastic-plastic ®nite element alternating method
(EPFEAM) and the algorithms for fracture analysis and
crack growth predictions. Part II, Fracture and the T�-
Integral Parameter provides a complete description of the
T�-integral fracture parameter including a detailed dis-
cussion of the theoretical basis of T� and the practical
aspects of its use for fracture predictions. Finally, Part III,
Computational Predictions of the NIST Multiple Site
Damage Experimental Results provides a series of pre-
dictions of a number of fracture tests performed at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
These predictions are then compared with the experi-
mental data, thus validating the present model for com-
puting the residual strength under wide-spread-fatigue
damage conditions. The reader that is interested in all the
topics can study all the three self-contained parts, while
the reader that is only interested in the practical aspects of
fracture predictions using these methods can read only
Part III. This is the Part I report, EPFEAM Theory.

Introduction
The economic environment in the United States (and the
global economy for that matter), that has persisted for
more than ten years, is focused on controlling and con-

taining costs. This attitude, which has been prevalent in
industry for years and now is the focus of the US gov-
ernment as well, has led to a concept called life extension.
Life extension refers to the concept of continuing to use
structures long beyond the original intended design life.
As long as the maintenance costs associated with extend-
ing the life of an aging component or process remain lower
than the huge capital expenditures associated with de-
signing and building a new structure, the life extension
philosophy will continue. Examples of industries which are
actively extending the life of processes include the fossil
and nuclear power industries which are attempting to use
plants far beyond their intended design life. Also, the
aerospace industry, both commercial and military, is at-
tempting to use aircraft far beyond their initial design
lives. Indeed, methods to evaluate the structural integrity
so that life extension of the aging commercial airline ¯eet
may continue is the focus of this report.

In order to de®ne the maintenance requirements of an
aging aircraft to ensure its continued structural integrity
and safety, advanced analytical tools for life and residual
strength prediction are necessary. The FAA has been
charged with the development of a wide range of tools for
assuring the integrity of aging aircraft. These tools include,
among many others, advanced and accurate non-destruc-
tive inspection methods, and fracture analysis techniques.
The latter is the subject of this report. The FAA Center of
Excellence at Georgia Tech. has been involved with the
development of advanced computational methods to per-
mit the evaluation of structural integrity of aging aircraft
in a rapid, accurate, and ef®cient way. Three major topics
of development are discussed in this report: EPFEAM,
Fracture, and Predictive methods.

This report is written in three parts. Part I, EPFEAM
Theory provides a summary of the elastic-plastic ®nite
element alternating method (EPFEAM) and the algorithms
for fracture analysis and crack growth predictions. Part II,
Fracture and the T�-Integral Parameter provides a com-
plete description of the T�-integral fracture parameter
including a detailed discussion of the theoretical basis of
T� and the practical aspects of its use for fracture pre-
dictions. Finally, Part III, Computational Predictions of
the NIST Multiple Site Damage Experimental Results
provides a series of predictions of a number of fracture
tests performed at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). These predictions are then compared
with the experimental data, thus validating the computa-
tional model.

This report focuses on the Part I topic in this report
series, EPFEAM Theory.
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1
Overview of Part I ± EPFEAM Theory
The Finite Element Alternating Method (Atluri, 1986)
(FEAM) has proven to be a very ef®cient and accurate
method for the analysis of linear elastic fracture mechanics
problems. The analytical solutions for embedded cracks in
an in®nite domain, subjected to arbitrary crack surface
loadings, which is the key analytical ingredient in the
FEAM, have been developed. Vijayakumar and Atluri
(1981) developed the analytical solution for an embedded
elliptical crack in an in®nite domain, subjected to any
arbitrary crack surface tractions. Nishioka and Atluri
(1983) developed a systematic approach to evaluate the
elliptic integrals in the analytical solution. Muskhelishvili
(1953) has given the general solution, in terms of the
complex potential functions, for collinear multiple cracks
in an in®nite plane. While these analytical solutions are
used to capture the crack tip ®elds, the ®nite element
method is used to analyze only the uncracked bodies. This
is, indeed, the great advantage of the FEAM method; only
one simple ®nite element mesh for the uncracked body can
be used to model many crack sizes and shapes.

The Finite Element Alternating Method solves for the
cracks (including surface cracks) in ®nite bodies by iter-
ating between the analytical solution for embedded crack
in the in®nite domain and the ®nite element solution for
the uncracked ®nite body. The residual tractions caused by
closing the cracks in the ®nite element model and the
residuals at the far ®eld boundaries in the analytical so-
lution are corrected through the iteration process. Essen-
tially, the alternating method is a linear superposition
method. Fracture mechanics parameters can be found
accurately because the rear crack tip ®elds are captured by
the analytical solution. Coarser meshes can be used in the
®nite element analysis because the cracks are not modelled
explicitly. In the crack growth analysis, the stiffness of the
uncracked body remains the same for all crack sizes. Thus,
global stiffness matrix of the Finite Element Model is de-
composed only once. In the most common ®nite element
analysis for fracture problems, it is necessary to use very
®ne meshes around the crack tips and to decompose the
global stiffness matrix for all crack sizes. Thus, the alter-
nating method is very ef®cient in saving both time in the
computational analysis and human effort in the mesh
generation.

In this Part I report, the Finite Element Alternating
Method is extended to the elastoplastic analysis of prob-
lems with mixed boundary conditions, with the presence
of both displacement and traction boundary conditions at
the boundaries of the ®nite body. Using Initial Stress
Method (Nayak and Zienkiewicz (1972)), the elastoplastic
analysis can be decomposed into a series of elastic anal-
ysis, for which the principle of superposition holds. Ef®-
cient and accurate algorithms, based on the generalized
mid-point radial return for 3D constitutive laws and the
stress subspace method for the plane stress analysis, are
developed to evaluate the elastoplastic stresses for given
strain increments. A Computer code for the analysis of
stable crack growth in the presence of Multiple Site
Damage (MSD) was developed. It is used for crack growth
simulations of NIST experiments. Results are compared

with Multiple Site Damage (MSD) test data in the Part III
report of this series.

2
Schwartz-Neumann alternating method
for multiple crack problems
Using Muskhelishvili's (1953) general solution for multiple
collinear cracks, Park and Atluri (1992) implemented the
analytical solution such that the crack surface tractions are
approximated by a number of point loads distributed on
the crack surface in the linear elastic analysis. However,
point loads cause arti®cial yielding at the crack surface,
which can induce signi®cant error in fracture parameters.
To improve the accuracy of the analytical solution, Park
(1993) used piecewise constant approximation; Wang and
Atluri (1995) used piecewise linear approximation. We
report here the piecewise linear approximation, which
brings the best accuracy. In addition, the closed form so-
lution for the displacement is found. It is much more ef-
®cient in solving displacements by using close form
solution instead of using numerical integration. In addi-
tion, the superposition principle is used to build multiple
crack solutions from the one for a single crack, which is
also described in this section.

2.1
Linear elastic analysis
Consider n cracks in a body of ®nite size. The crack sur-
faces are traction free, denoted collectively as Cc. Let the
boundary of the ®nite domain (not including the crack
surface) be C, of which the boundary with prescribed
traction to is Ct, and the boundary with prescribed dis-
placements uo is Cu. It is clear that C � Cu [ Ct.

The alternating method uses the following two simpler
problems to solve the original one. The ®rst one, denoted
as PANA(shown1 in Fig. 1c), is that of the same n cracks in
the in®nite domain subjected to the unknown crack sur-
face loading T. The second one, denoted as PFEM (shown in
Fig. 1b), has the same ®nite geometry as in the original
problem except that the cracks are ignored. The boundary
Cu of PFEM has the prescribed displacement u, while the
boundary Ct has the prescribed traction t. The prescribed
displacements and tractions are different from those in the
original problem in general. Because of the absence of the
cracks, the problem PFEM can be solved much easier by the
®nite element method.

To solve the original problem, PORG (shown in Fig. 1a),
the crack surface loading T, the prescribed displacement u
and the traction t must be found such that the superpo-
sition of the two alternative problems PANA and PFEM yields
the original one, PORG. The detailed procedures to ®nd
these boundary conditions are described as the following.

In the PFEM the tractions T at the location of the cracks
in PORG can be solved, for any given boundary loads u and
t, using the ®nite element method. Due to the linearity of
the problem, the solution can be denoted as

T � K uu� K tt �1�
where K u and K t are linear operators.

1 Fig. 1 only illustrates one crack. Many cracks may be present.
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Similarly, the tractions ta on Ct and the displacements
ua on Cu can be found in the PANA for the given crack
surface load T, which is the same as the crack surface
traction obtained in the PFEM. The solution can be denoted
as

ua � KuT �2�
ta � KtT �3�
where Ku and Kt are also linear operators. Subtract the
solution for PANA from the one for PFEM. The resulting
solution has zero tractions at the location of the crack
surfaces. To ensure the resulting solution has the same
boundary conditions on C, the following relations must be
satis®ed.

u � uo � ua �4�
t � to � ta �5�

The following linear system is obtained by substituting
Eq. (1), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) into Eq. (2) and Eq. (3).

�I ÿ A�X � Y �6�

where

A � KuKu KuKt

KtKu KtKt

� �
X �

n
ua

ta

o
Y � A �

n
uo

to

o
� KuKu KuKt

KtKu KtKt

� �n
uo

to

o
and I is the identity operator.

It can be very expensive to ®nd X by inverting I ÿ A. An
alternate iterative scheme can be devised as:

X i�1 � AXi i � 0; 1; 2; . . . ;1 �7�
where X o � fuo; togT . This ®xed point iteration scheme
converges if all the eigenvalues of A are in the open in-
terval �ÿ1; 1�. If this procedure converges, the solution is

X �
X1
i�1

Xi

Here it is shown that I ÿ A is not singular and the linear
system Eq. (6) has a unique solution. In addition, it is
shown that the iteration scheme Eq. (7) converges. Sup-
pose I ÿ A is singular. Then, there must exist a non-zero X
such that �I ÿ A�X � 0, which means that there exists a
non-zero T such that

T � K uua � K tta ua � K uT ta � K tT

In this case the analytical solution and the ®nite element
solution have the same displacement ua on Cu and the
same traction ta on Ct. Subtracting the analytical solution
from the FEM solution, we obtain the solution for the
following problem. The entire boundary C is free of ex-
ternal loadings as well as the crack surfaces. But, the FEM
solution gives zero displacements for the crack surfaces,
while the analytical solution gives non-zero displacements
for the crack surfaces because of the non-zero T. Thus, the
resulting solution has non-zero displacements at the crack
surfaces. This is a contradiction because the cracks can not
be opened without any external load. Consequently, I ÿ A
is not singular.

The scheme of Eq. (7) converges since the eigenvalues
of A are in �ÿ1; 1� for most problems of practical interest.
The eigenvalues of A are smaller than 1. Let Xk be an
eigenvector of A corresponding to the eigenvalue k.

T � Ku�uk� � Kt�tk� kuk � KuT ktk � KtT

The solution PRES, shown in Fig. 2a, is obtained by sub-
tracting k times the FEM solution (Fig. 2c) from the ana-
lytical solution (Fig. 2b). Here, u � 0 and t � 0 on C and
the crack surface loading is �1ÿ k�T, while the displace-
ments at the crack surfaces are the same as those in the
analytical solution. If the work done in opening the cracks
in the in®nite domain is W , the work done in opening the
cracks in the ®nite domain (with the boundary condition
u � 0 and t � 0) is �1ÿ k�W , which is equal to the strain
energy stored in the body. It must be positive. Thus, k < 1.

It can be shown that k � 0 in the absence of the pre-
scribed displacement boundary conditions. In this case,

Fig. 1. Superposition Principle for the Finite Element Alternating
Method
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the resulting solution from the subtraction has zero trac-
tions at the boundary C. If the additional load kt is applied
to the boundary C with the crack surfaces ®xed, the stress
state in the body will be the same as that in the analytical
solution described above. Because the crack surfaces are
®xed, this procedure of adding load on the boundary C is
exactly the same as that in the FEM solution, except the
load level is k times of that in the FEM solution. Therefore,
the work done by the additional load is positive. Conse-
quently, �1ÿ k�W < W and k > 0. So, the alternating
method converges for cracks in ®nite domains with arbi-
trary shapes and arbitrary traction boundary conditions.

In general, the eigenvalue k can be smaller than zero for
mixed boundary problems. It is greater than ±1 only if
�1ÿ k�W < 2W . Thus, the convergence criterion for the
alternating method for the general case with mixed
boundary conditions can be stated as follows. The alter-
nating method [Eq. (7)] converges if the crack surface
loads do less work in the ®nite domain with the homo-
geneous boundary condition u � 0 and t � 0 on C than
twice as much as it does in the in®nite domain for any
arbitrary distribution of crack surface displacements (see
Fig. 3).

Quick convergence can be expected for most of the
practical applications. For any crack surface displace-
ments, the displacement and stress at a point decay rapidly
as the point moves away from the cracks. Thus, the work
done in the ®nite domain with the homogeneous boundary
condition is very close to the work done in the in®nite
domain. This implies that the eigenvalues of A are very
small and the ®xed point iteration converges rapidly. It is
hard to imagine any real practical problems where the
convergence criterion is not met. Indeed, all mixed
boundary value problems we have solved (for both 2D and
3D problems) to date using FEAM have converged.

2.2
Summary of FEAM procedure
The alternating procedure de®ned in Eq. (7) can be
translated into the following simple procedure. Refer to
Fig. 1.

1. Solve PFEM with the given load on the boundary C. Solve
for the tractions, which are used to close the cracks.
Denote the solution as SFEM

1 , where 1 indicates that this
is the solution for the ®rst iteration.

2. Reverse the crack surface tractions obtained in the
previous step and apply as the load on the crack sur-
faces and solve the PANA. Denote the solution as SANA

1 .
3. Find the tractions on the boundary Ct and the dis-

placements on the boundary Cu from the analytical
solution obtained in the previous step. Reverse them as
the load for PFEM. Find the crack closing tractions from
the solution SFEM

2 .
4. Repeat the step 2 and 3 until the residual load is small

enough to be ignored.

Fig. 2. Subtract kPFEM from PANA to obtain the solution for
PRES which has homogeneous boundary condition on C

Fig. 3. Convergence criterion
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The solution to the original problem is the summation of
all obtained in the alternating procedure, i.e.

S �
Xn

i�1

SFEM
i � SANA

i

ÿ � �8�

3
Analytical solutions for 2D problems
For the sake of the completeness and the consistency in
this report, Muskhelishvili's 1953 fundamental complex
variable solution for multiple collinear cracks in an in®nite
domain is included here. The detailed formulation used in
the alternating method will be provided in the following
sections.

The n collinear multiple cracks (see in Fig. 4),
aibi; i � 1; 2; . . . ; n; are assumed to be on the real axis. The
x-coordinates of the left and the right crack tips of the i'th
crack are ai and bi. The upper crack surfaces have stresses
r�y and r�xy, while the lower crack surfaces have stresses rÿy
and rÿxy.

First, the load functions p�x� and q�x� are de®ned on
the real axis x. They are

p�x� � 1

2
r�y �x� � rÿy �x�
h i

ÿ i

2
r�xy�x� � rÿxy�x�
h i

q�x� � 1

2
r�y �x� ÿ rÿy �x�
h i

ÿ i

2
r�xy�x� ÿ rÿxy�x�
h i

The complex potential functions are

U�z� � Uo�z� � Pn�z�
X�z� ÿ a �9�

X�z� � Xo�z� � Pn�z�
X�z� � a �10�

where

Uo�z� � 1

2piX�z�
Z

L

X��t�p�t�
t ÿ z

dt � 1

2pi

Z
L

q�t�
t ÿ z

dt

Xo�z� � 1

2piX�z�
Z

L

X��t�p�t�
t ÿ z

dt ÿ 1

2pi

Z
L

q�t�
t ÿ z

dt

and Pn is a polynomial of order n, i.e.

Pn�z� �
Xn

k�0

ckzk

The integration path L is the union of all the cracks
aibi; i � 1; 2 . . . ; n. The � sign in X��t� indicates that the
upper surface value of the function X�t� is taken in the
integration. The function X�z� is de®ned as

X�z� �
Yn

k�1

�������������
zÿ ak
p �������������

zÿ bk

p
The constant a and the coef®cient cn in the potential

functions are determined by the stress and the rigid body
rotation at in®nity. The other coef®cients
ck; k � 0; 1; . . . ; nÿ 1 are determined by the uniqueness
conditions of the displacements [Eq. (11)].

j
I

Ci

U�z�dzÿ
I

Ci

X�z�dz � 0 i � 1; 2; . . . ; n: �11�

where Ci is the contour surrounding the i'th crack
aibi; i � 1; 2; . . . ; n. The material constant j is de®ned as

j � 3ÿ 4m plane strain
3ÿm
1�m plane stress

�
where m is the Poisson's ratio.

Once the complex potential functions U and X are de-
termined, the stresses and displacements are given by

rx � ry � 2 U�z� � U�z�
h i

�12�
ry ÿ irxy � U�z� � X�z� � �zÿ z�U0�z� �13�
2l�u� iv� � j/�z� ÿ x�z� ÿ �zÿ z�/�z� �14�
where /0�z� � U�z� and x0�z� � X�z�.

The above described solution can be simpli®ed in the
application of the ®nite element analytical alternating
method. The constants a and cn must be zero if we assume
that there are no stresses and no rigid body rotation at
in®nity. In the alternating method, the analytical solution
is used to remove the crack closure stress obtained from
the ®nite element solution. Thus, the stress ry and rxy are
the same for the upper crack surfaces and the lower crack
surfaces, i.e. r�y � rÿy and r�xy � rÿxy. Consequently,
q�t� � 0. Thus, the complex potentials in Eq. (9) and Eq.
(10) can be rewritten as

U�z� � X�z� � C�z� � iPn�z�
2piX�z� �15�

where

C�z� �
Z

L

X�p�t�
t ÿ z

dt: �16�

The uniqueness condition of the displacements [Eq. (11)]
can be simpli®ed asI

Ci

U�z�dz � 0 i � 1; 2; . . . ; n �17�

if the contours Ci; i � 1; 2; . . . ; n are symmetric about the
real axis. This set of equations leads to the following linear
systemFig. 4. An row of cracks of arbitrary lengths in an in®nite domain
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Kijcj � ri i; j � 1; 2; . . . ; n �18�
where the coef®cients Kij and ri are determined by the
following contour integrals.

Kij �
I

Ci

z jÿ1

X�z� dz and ri � i

I
Ci

C�z�
X�z� dz:

3.1
The approximation of the Cauchy integral
The Cauchy integral Eq. (16) plays a very important role in
the ®nite element alternating method. The accuracy and
ef®ciency of the method relies on the implementation of
the algorithm for its numerical evaluation.

The crack surface loads can be represented by the linear
combination of a set of linearly independent base func-
tions. Park and Atluri (1992) used a set of Delta functions
as base functions. This may be the simplest and the most
ef®cient method to approximate the Cauchy integral. Since
using Delta functions corresponds to replacing the dis-
tributed load with point loads solutions around the load
points are poor. This method can be used in the linear
elastic fracture mechanics analysis, where the accurate
solution of the stress ®eld around the crack surface is not
required. However, in the elastic-plastic analysis, accurate
solutions of the stress and strain ®eld around the crack
surface are needed to obtain fracture mechanics parame-
ters, such as T� (detailed discussions of T� is provided in
Part II of this report series). Because the point loads will
induce undesired arti®cial yielding around the loading
points along the crack surfaces, the Delta functions are not
suitable in the elastic-plastic analysis.

To improve the accuracy, Park (1993) used a set of
approximate piecewise constant functions. Approximate
piecewise linear base functions are used by Wang and
Atluri (1995). Here we include the solutions for the ap-
proximated piecewise linear bases.

The base functions are shown in Eq. (19).

where de � d � e and da � d � e. They have zero values
on most part of the crack surfaces. The base functions are
approximately linear functions on the interval
�d ÿ e; d � e�. It can be easily veri®ed that p�de� � 0 and
p�da� � 1. On the interval �d ÿ e; d � e�, the difference
between the base function p�t� and the linear base function
�t ÿ de�=�da ÿ de� tends to zero as the interval size shrinks
to zero. Thus, the crack surfaces can be broken down to a
number of intervals, on which the load can approximated
by the given base functions. Better accuracy is achieved by
reducing the size of the intervals, but this will increase the
number of intervals and increase the computational time.

It is noticed that crack X�t� � ������������
t ÿ ak
p ������������

t ÿ bk

p
for a

single crack. Thus, p�t� reduces to the linear function on
the interval �d ÿ e; d � e�. In this case we have the exact
piecewise linear base functions.

Using this approximation, the Cauchy integral in
Eq. (16) can be found explicitly as:

C�z� � ~C�d � e; z� ÿ ~C�d ÿ e; z�� �
� X��da�
�da ÿ de�

�������������
da ÿ a
p �������������

da ÿ b
p �20�

where

~C�t; z� �
Z ����������

t ÿ a
p ����������

t ÿ b
p t ÿ de

t ÿ z
dt

� ����������
t ÿ a
p ����������

t ÿ b
p �t ÿ a� � �t ÿ b�

4
� �zÿ de�

� �
� �de ÿ z� �����������aÿ z

p �����������
bÿ z
p

� ln

����������
t ÿ a
p �����������

bÿ z
p ÿ ����������

t ÿ b
p �����������

aÿ z
p����������

t ÿ a
p �����������

bÿ z
p � ����������

t ÿ b
p �����������

aÿ z
p

� �zÿ de��2zÿ aÿ b� ÿ 1

4
�aÿ b�2

� �
� ln� ����������t ÿ a

p �
����������
t ÿ b
p

�
The derivative ~C�z� is

~C0�z� � ����������
t ÿ a
p ����������

t ÿ b
p

1� zÿ de

zÿ t

� �
ÿ �a� b� 2de ÿ 4z� ln� ����������t ÿ a

p �
����������
t ÿ b
p

�

ÿ �����������
aÿ z
p �����������

bÿ z
p

� de ÿ z

2

�����������
bÿ z
p�����������

aÿ z
p �

�����������
aÿ z
p�����������

bÿ z
p

 !" #

� ln

����������
t ÿ a
p �����������

bÿ z
p ÿ ����������

t ÿ b
p �����������

aÿ z
p����������

t ÿ a
p �����������

bÿ z
p � ����������

t ÿ b
p �����������

aÿ z
p

The derivative of X�z� is needed to ®nd the stress and
the strain.

X0�z� �
~C0�z� � iP 0n�z�

2piX�z� ÿ X�z�
2

Xn

k�1

1

zÿ ak
� 1

zÿ bk

� �

3.2
The strains, stresses, displacements
and stress intensity factors
The stresses, displacement gradients and displacements
and derived from X�z�. They are

rx � ry � 2 X�z� � X�z�
h i

�21�

ry ÿ irxy � X�z� � X�z� � �zÿ z�X0�z� �22�
2l�u� iv� � jx�z� ÿ x�z� ÿ �zÿ z�X�z� �23�
2l�ux � ivx� � jX�z� ÿ X�z� ÿ �zÿ z�X0�z� �24�
2l�vy � iuy� � jX�z� � X�z� � �zÿ z�X0�z� ÿ 2X�z�

�25�
where x0�z� � X�z�. In general, x�z� can be obtained only
by using numerical integration. An explicit expression can

p�t� �
�������
tÿak
p���������

daÿak

p
�������
tÿbk

p���������
daÿbk

p X��da�
X��t�

�tÿde�
daÿde

t 2 �d ÿ e; d � e� � �ak; bk�
0 elsewhere

(
�19�
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be found for the single crack in the in®nite domain, which
will be given in the next section.

The stress intensity factor is

KI ÿ iKII � lim
x!ak

����������������������
2p�ak ÿ x�

p
�ry ÿ irxy�

for the left crack tip ak

KI ÿ iKII � lim
x!bk

����������������������
2p�xÿ bk�

p
�ry ÿ irxy�

for the right crack tip bk

This results in

KI ÿ iKII � iab

~Xk�xab�

���������������������
2

p�bk ÿ ak�

s
�C�xab� � iPn�xab��

�26�
where

iab � i for the left crack tip ak

ÿi for the right crack tip bk

�
xab � ak for the left crack tip ak

bk for the right crack tip bk

�
and

~Xk�t� �
Yn

l�1;l 6�k

������������
t ÿ al

p ������������
t ÿ bl

p

3.3
Solutions for a single crack
The solution can be simpli®ed signi®cantly for the single
crack in the in®nite domain. First, the base functions be-
come exact piecewise linear functions. The Cauchy integral
in Eq. (16) is found as

C�z� �
~C�d � e; z� ÿ ~C�d ÿ e; z�� �

�da ÿ de� �27�
The complex potential functions become

U�z� � X�z� � C�z�
2piX�z� �28�

The derivative of the complex potential functions are

U0�z� � X0�z� � C0�z�
2piX�z� ÿ

X�z��2zÿ aÿ b�
2�zÿ a��zÿ b� �29�

The function x�z� used to ®nd the displacement ®eld can
be found explicitly as:

x�z� � 1

2pi�da ÿ de� �~c�d � e; z� ÿ ~c�d ÿ e; z�� �30�

where

~c�t; z� � �����������
zÿ a
p �����������

zÿ b
p ����������

t ÿ a
p ����������

t ÿ b
ph

��a� b� 2zÿ 4de� ln� ����������t ÿ a
p �

����������
t ÿ b
p

�
i

ÿ �t ÿ z��t � zÿ 2de�

� ln

����������
t ÿ a
p �����������

bÿ z
p ÿ ����������

t ÿ b
p �����������

aÿ z
p����������

t ÿ a
p �����������

bÿ z
p � ����������

t ÿ b
p �����������

aÿ z
p

3.4
Solutions for multiple cracks
In general, multiple cracks may be distributed within a real
structure with arbitrary location and orientations. No
analytical solution is available for such real cases. Thus,
the solutions for the multiple cracks in the structure must
be constructed from the one for the single crack. The
Schwartz-Neumann Alternating Method can be used to
ful®ll this task. Residual crack surface stresses at other
crack surfaces, induced by erasing crack surface traction at
one crack, can be eliminated by using the solution for the
single crack. After a number of iterations, the residual
stresses at all crack surfaces will be small enough to be
neglected, and the solution for multiple cracks is complete.

An alternative way used for this work is to use the in-
¯uence coef®cient matrix to obtain the multiple crack
solution. To ®nd the solution for the multiple cracks with
prescribed crack surface traction T, the contributions from
the individual solutions for the single crack must be found.
As described earlier, the crack surface traction for a single
crack can be approximated by the linear combination of a
number of base functions. Collectively, the surface trac-
tions on the multiple cracks can be represented by n base
functions. Thus, the crack surface traction can be de-
composed into n linear independent modes, represented
by the n base functions. Denoting the components of the
i'th mode as ti, the problem can be restated as follows.
Find the components of the n modes such that the sup-
position of the n modes will yield a solution where the
crack surface traction is T, represented by ti; i � 1; 2; . . . :
The i'th mode of load for the single crack generates re-
sidual crack surface stresses at other cracks. These residual
loads can be decomposed into individual modes in the
terms of the same n base functions. Denoting the com-
ponent of the j'th mode as aji, then, it can be seen that the
restated problem can be formulated as

ajixi � ti �31�
where the vector xi; i � 1; 2; . . . ; n is the solution compo-
nents.

4
The elastoplastic stress for plane stress problems
The so called Initial Stress Method (Nayak and Zienkie-
wicz, 1972) is used to obtain the elastic-plastic solution.
This is an early method that, in its original version, had
dif®culty converging if the plastic zone was large. How-
ever, today, with the use of radial return plasticity algo-
rithms, convergence is rapid for all problems. With this
method, the elastoplastic analysis becomes a series of
linear elastic analyses, for which the principle of super-
position holds. Thus, the above described alternating
method works for each of these elastic analysis steps. The
initial stress formulation is described in this section.

Assuming no body forces, the virtual work principle isZ
X

r :d$u dX �
Z

Ct

to � du dC �32�

where r is the elastoplastic stress, to is the prescribed
surface traction, X is the domain of the body, and Ct is the
boundary with prescribed tractions.
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First, the elastic prediction is found by assuming that
the deformation is entirely elastic. The elastoplastic stress
rp within the body is found by using the displacements
obtained in the linear elastic analysis. But rp may not
satisfy the equilibrium equations. Let rc be the undeter-
mined correction for the stress, i.e. r � rp � rc. Substi-
tuting this into Eq. (32), we ®nd that rc satis®esZ

X
rc :d$u dX �

Z
Ct

to � du dCÿ
Z

X
rp:d$u dX �33�

The right hand side of the equation can be viewed as the
virtual work done by the unbalanced force. The left hand
side of Eq. (33) is the virtual work done by the correction
stress. The elastic estimate of the correction stress rc can
be solved by the alternating method for the linear elastic
analysis. The new elastic prediction for the displacements
is the sum of the old one and the correction term. This
correction procedure is repeated until the unbalanced
force becomes negligible. The next subsection describes
the plasticity algorithm which makes this method works
well.

4.1
Elastoplastic analysis
In the elastoplastic analysis of the crack growth, the
evaluation of the stress at Gauss points takes most of the
CPU time in the EPFEAM method. It is very important to
have an ef®cient and accurate algorithm to evaluate the
stress state for a given increment of strain.

There are several popular algorithms for evaluating the
stress for the plane stress problems. The usual radial re-
turn method requires iterations to satisfy the plane stress
condition. Simo (1986) proposed a stress subspace meth-
od, which is more ef®cient and accurate than the usual
radial return method. Using the stress subspace method,
Fuschi, Peric and Owen (1992) showed that the best ac-
curacy can be achieved for the generalized mid-point al-
gorithm when the integration parameter a is
approximately 0.75.

An ef®cient and accurate method is presented here for
an isotropic material with/without isotropic hardening.
The presented method is shown to be more accurate than
the generalized mid-point algorithm.

4.2
Preliminaries
The 3-D isotropic elastic constitutive relation is

r � 2l�� k�� : I�I i � 1; 2; 3: �34�
where l is the shear modulus, k is the Lame's constant and
I is the identity tensor. �i � 1; 2; 3 indicates that all the
tensors in the equation are of order 3.)

Since r13 � r23 � r33 � 0 in the plane stress problem, it
is possible to reformulate the constitutive laws in the re-
duced stress space in the xÿ y plane.

r33 � 2l�33 � k��11 � �22 � �33� � 0

The following results are derived from the above equation.

� �33 � ÿ k
2l� k

��11 � �22�

� k�� : I� � ÿ2l�33 � 2l
2l� k

k��11 � �22�

De®ne k � 2l
2l�k k for the convenience. In the reduced space

the constitutive law (Eq. (34)) is rewritten as:

r � 2l�� k�� : I�I i � 1; 2:

where i � 1; 2 indicates that all the tensors in the equation
are of order 2.

4.3
The elastic step to the yield surface
Now, consider the time it takes to reach the yield surface at
a given deformation rate. At the end of time t,

rn � ro � 2l _�t � kt� _� : I�I i � 1; 2:

where rn is the stress at end of the elastic step, ro is the
stress at the beginning of the step. Now, rewrite this in
terms of the deviatoric and hydrostatic part in the reduced
space.

rn � �r0o � 2l _�0t� � po � �l� k�� _� : I�t� �
I i � 1; 2:

Here, rn is

rn �
p� x s 0

s pÿ x 0
0 0 0

24 35
where

s � r12 � 2l_�12t

x � r011 � 2l_�011t � �r11 ÿ r22�=2� l�_�11 ÿ _�22�t
p � po � �l� k��_� : I�t
� �r11 � r22�=2� �l� k��_�11 � _�22�t
Since the deviatoric part of rn is

r0n �
p=3� x s 0

s p=3ÿ x 0
0 0 ÿ2p=3

24 35;
r0n :r0n is found as the following.

J2
2 � r0n :r0n � 2x2 � 2

3
p2 � 2s2 i � 1; 2; 3:

The Mises yield criterion is

r0n :r0n � 2s2
Y i � 1; 2; 3: �35�

where sY is the yield stress in the simple shear test. An
equation for the time step t of the increment where the
stress state reaches the yield surface is obtained by sub-
stituting r0n into the yield criterion.

s2
Y � x2 � p2

3
� s2

� �xo � xtt�2 � po � ptt�2
3

� �s� � stt�2

� x2
o �

p2
o

3
� s2

o

� �
� 2 xoxt � p0pt

3
� sost

h i
t
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� x2
t �

p2
t

3
� s2

t

� �
t2

� �r11 ÿ r22�2
4

� r2
12 �

p2
o

3

" #

� 2
�r11 ÿ r22�

2
xt � r12st � popt

3

� �
t

� x2
t �

p2
t

3
� s2

t

� �
t2

� C � Bt � At2

where

st � 2l_�12

xt � 2l_�011 � l�_�11 ÿ _�22�
pt � �l� k��_� : I� � �l� k��_�11 � _�22�

Thus, the time t needed to reach the yield surface is

t � ÿB� ����������������������������������
B2 ÿ 4A�C ÿ s2

Y�
p

2A

4.4
The plastic step on the yield surface
Decompose the strain and stress into the deviatoric and
hydrostatic parts, using the following notation.

r � r0 � pI � s� pI i � 1; 2; 3:

� � �0 � hI � e� hI i � 1; 2; 3:

N � s

ksk i � 1; 2; 3:

where ksk is the de®ned as

ksk � ������
s : s
p

The usual rate formulation is

_p � K _h

_s � 2l� _eÿ _cN� i � 1; 2; 3:

Thus,

_r � �2l_e� K _hI� ÿ 2l_cN i � 1; 2; 3:

or

_r � �2l _�� k _hI� ÿ 2l _cN i � 1; 2; 3:

Because of the plane stress condition _r33 � 0,

_r33 � 2l_�33 � k�_�11 � _�22 � _�33� ÿ 2l_cN33 � 0

which leads to

� _�33 � 2l
2l� k

_cN33 ÿ k
2l� k

�_�11 � _�22�

� k _h � 2lk
2l� k

�_�11 � _�22 � _cN33� � k�_�11 � _�22 � _cN33�

The following 2-D rate equation is obtained by substi-
tuting k _h into the 3-D rate equation,

_r � 2l _�� k� _� : I � _cN33�I ÿ 2l_cN i � 1; 2: �36�

where

N33 � ÿ2p=3

J2
� ÿ2p=3������������������������������������

2x2 � 2p2=3� 2s2
p

� ÿ 1

3

r11 � r22�����������������������������������������������������������������������������
�r11 ÿ r22�2=2� �r11 � r22�2=6� 2r2

11

q
Decomposing Eq. (36) into the deviatoric and hydrostatic
parts in the reduced space, we obtain

_s � 2l_eÿ 2l_cN 0 i � 1; 2:

_p � �l� k� _� : I ÿ lN : I ÿ kN33

� �
_c i � 1; 2:

It is noticed that

N 0 � s

J2
i � 1; 2:

N : I � 2p

3J2
i � 1; 2:

N33 � ÿN : I � ÿ 2p

3J2
i � 1; 2:

These rate equations can be rewritten as the following with
the help of the above relations.

_s � 2l_eÿ 2l
J2

_cs

_p � �l� k� _� : I ÿ 2p _c
3J2

� �
The following notation is used to simplify the equations in
terms of components.

a � 1� k
l
� 1� m

1ÿ m

J2 �
��������������������������������
2x2 � 2

3
p2 � 2s2

r
ex � ��11 ÿ �22�=2
er � �12

ep � ��11 � �22�=2

8<: x � �r11 ÿ r22�=2
s � r12

p � �r11 � r22�=2

8<:
where m is the Poisson's ratio. Thus, the rate equations can
be written in the terms of the components in the following
simple form.

_x
_s
_p

8<:
9=; � 2l

_ex

_es

a _ep

8<:
9=;ÿ 2l_c

J2

x
s

a
3 p

8<:
9=;

The stress can be solved explicitly if J2 and _c are assumed
to be constants. The result is

x
s
p

8<:
9=; � xoeÿq

soeÿq

poeÿqa=3

8<:
9=;� J2

Dc

ex�1ÿ eÿq�
es�1ÿ eÿq�

3ep�1ÿ eÿqa=3�

8<:
9=;

where q � 2lDc=J2. The evaluation equation for the yield
surface is derived from the Mise's yield criterion Eq. (35).

x _x� 1

3
p _p� s _s � sYh�c� _c �37�
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where h�c� � s0Y�c�. The rate of the equivalent plastic
strain, _c, is solved by substituting _x; _s and _p into the Eq.
(37).

_c � x _ex � ap _ep=3� s _es

J2h=2
���
2
p

l� �x2 � ap2=9� s2�=J2

4.5
Summary of the algorithm
Given the strain increment

�11 �12

�12 �22

� �
;

compute the following parameters ®rst.

ex � ��11 ÿ �22�=2
es � �12

ep � ��11 � �22�=2

8<:
xt � 2lex

st � 2les

pt � 2laep

8<: xo � �r11 ÿ r22�=2
so � r12

po � �r11 ÿ r22�=2

8<:
Then, the time step to reach the yield surface is

t � ÿB� ����������������������������������
B2 ÿ 4A�C ÿ s2

Y�
p

2A

where

� A � x2
t �

p2
t

3
� s2

t

� B � 2 xoxt � popt

3
� sost

� �
� C � x2

o �
p2

o

3
� s2

t

If t > 1, the entire step is elastic. Calculate the stress
state using the elastic model. Otherwise, split the strain
increment into the pure elastic part and the elastic-plastic
part. Following is the method to ®nd the ®nal stress state
for the elastic-plastic strain increment.

Use the limiting state to get an estimated plastic strain
increment Dc.

xl

sl

pl

8<:
9=; � Jo

2�������������������������������
2e2

x � 6e2
p � 2e2

s

q �
ex

es

3ep

8<:
9=;

Dcl � xlex � aplep=3� sles

Jl
2h=2

���
2
p

l� �x2
l � ap2

l =9� s2
l �=Jl

2

Calculate q1 and q2.

q1 � eÿq � eÿ2lDc=Jl
2

q2 � eÿqa=3 � eÿ2lDca=3Jl
2

The stress predicted is

xp

sp

pp

8<:
9=; � xoq1

soq1

poq2

8<:
9=;�

���
2
p

sY

Dc

ex�1ÿ q1�
es�1ÿ q1�

3ep�1ÿ q2�

8<:
9=;

Then, the plastic strain is found using the predicted stress
state.

Dc � xpex � appep=3� spes

J
p
2 h=2

���
2
p

l� �x2
p � ap2

p=9� s2
p�=J

p
2

Finally, the stress is computed according to the following
formula.

xN

sN

pN

8<:
9=; � xoq1

soq1

poq2

8<:
9=;� J

p
2

Dc

ex�1ÿ q1�
es�1ÿ q1�

3ep�1ÿ q2�

8<:
9=;

Scale the components, using the factor
��
2
p

sY

J , such that the
stress state sits exactly on the yield surface.

5
Numerical examples
Several numerical examples are presented in the Part I of
this report series. The following is a summary of the ex-
amples considered. First, a middle crack tension specimen
(also referred to as a center cracked panel, see Fig. 5) in
plane stress is analysed using the Elastic-Plastic Finite
Element Alternating Method (EPFEAM). The J integral
obtained by EPFEAM agrees well with that obtained using
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) approach. It
also shows that the HRR singularity can be captured cor-
rectly by EPFEAM. Second, the NIST 90 MSD-3 crack
growth test (Fig. 9), one of the experiments carried out at
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), is
simulated using EPFEAM. The T� integral versus crack
growth is obtained from the numerical simulation. It is
compared to the handbook solution of J integral. T� in-
tegral rises before the crack initiation stage and levels out
after it reaches the saturation value (see the Part II,
``Fracture and the T� integral parameter'', of this report
series for more details about T� integral). The plastic zone
size obtained by the EPFEAM is signi®cantly different
from the simple Irwin estimation. Third, an MSD problem
(Fig. 12) is solved, where there are two small cracks in
front of each tip of the main crack. The T� integral, which
is the same as the J integral for this case of monotonic
loading of a stationary crack, is compared to J integral for
the main crack in the absence of MSD cracks to show the

Fig. 5. The middle crack tension problem
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in¯uence of the MSD cracks on the main crack. It is shown
that MSD cracks increase the singularity at the main crack
signi®cantly. The elastic-plastic analysis of a problem with
cracks emanating from the holes (Fig. 16) is carried out to
show capability of the EPFEAM in dealing with the com-
plex problems.

5.1
The middle crack tension problem
The middle crack tension problem is shown in (Fig. 5).
Power harding law is used in order to compare the solu-
tion by EPRI [Anderson (1991)]. The following strain-
stress curve in the uniaxial tension test is used in the
EPFEAM.

�

�o
� r

ro
� a

r
ro
ÿ 1

� �n

where �o and ro are the strain and stress at the initial
yielding, n is the hardening exponent, and a is the hard-
ening parameter. r � 47 ksi; n � 13 and a � 1 are taken
in this numerical example. Young's modulus is
E � 10500 ksi. Poisson's ratio is m � 0:33.

The Fig. 6 shows the J integrals obtained by the EP-
FEAM, EPRI, Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM),
and the effective crack length approach. It shows that the
EPFEAM solution agrees well with the EPRI solution,
differs signi®cantly with those obtained by LEFM and the
effective crack length approach when the applied load is
high.

The J is the sum of the fully plastic value Jpl and the
effective elastic value Jel in the EPRI approach.

JEPRI � Jpl � Jel

The fully plastic value is

Jpl � a�oro
a�W ÿ a�

W
h1�a=W; n��P=Po�n�1 �38�

where h1 � 2:65 for this problem [Anderson (1991)].
In the LEFM approach, the J is estimated by the fol-

lowing formula

K � r
������
pa
p �������������������

sec
pa

2W

� �r
1ÿ 0:025

a

W

� �2�0:06
a

W

� �4
� �

�39�
and

J � K2

E
�40�

where 2a is the crack length and 2W is the width of the
panel.

The effective crack size is the following.2

aeff � a� 1

1� �P=Po�2
1

2p
nÿ 1

n� 1

K

ro

� �2

�41�

where K is the stress intensity factor obtained by using the
crack size a in Eq. (39), P is the applied load, and
Po � 2ro�W ÿ a�t is the limit load. t is the thickness.
Observe that the HRR ®eld dominates over a signi®cant
length here.

The effective elastic value Jel is obtained by using the
effective crack length aeff in the Eq. (39) and Eq. (40).

The Fig. 7 shows the HRR slope captured by the EP-
FEAM. The EPFEAM utilises only the elastic analytical
solution, where the singularity of the stress is 1=

��
r
p

. But
the EPFEAM is able to capture the HRR type of singularity
through the iterations of plastic corrections.

The Fig. 8 shows the plastic zone size obtained by the
EPFEAM and Irwin corrections. The ®rst order Irwin ap-
proximation, denoted by Irwin-1.00 in the ®gure,
is calculated using

1

2p
K

ro

� �2

�42�

The simple force balance for the elastic perfect plastic
material leads to a second order Irwin approximation.
Denoted Irwin-2.00 in the ®gure, the second order Irwin
approximation is calculated using

Fig. 6. The J integral obtained by the EPFEAM, EPRI, LEFM,
and LEFM with the Irwin correction

Fig. 7. The HRR slope captured by the EPFEAM

2 Note that Eq. (41) is the EPRI modi®cation to the Irwin ap-
proach to account for strain hardening. The normal plastic zone
estimation of Irwin is shown in Eq. (42).
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1

p
K

ro

� �2

�43�

It is noticed that the second order approximation is twice
as large as the ®rst order approximation. The EPFEAM
solution shows that an intermediate one, which is 1.65
times that of the ®rst order approximation, gives the best
estimation when the load level is low (less than half of the
limiting load in this case). However, the error of the Irwin
type of approximation becomes greater when the load is
high.

5.2
A simulation of crack growth test
The crack growth test 90 MSD-3, carried out at National
Institute of Standards and Technology, is simulated nu-
merically using the EPFEAM. (The Part III of this report
series contains more details about the NIST tests and their
numerical simulations) The test con®guration is shown in
Fig. 9. The cracked panel is made of AL 2024-T3.

The Fig. 10 shows the T� evaluated at contours of dif-
ferent sizes. The numbers in the legend indicates the radii
of the contours, i.e. ``ALT-0.087'' indicates that the contour
is of radius 0.087 in. The curve labelled ``LEFM'' is the J
evaluated using Eq. (39) and Eq. (40). It is seen that T�
increases and becomes close to J as the contour size in-
crease. T� increases at the crack initiation stage and levels
out after it reaches the saturation value for small contours.

Fig. 11 shows that the ®rst order Irwin approximation
under-estimates the plastic zone size in front of the crack
tip, while the second order approximation over-estimates
the size. The intermediate one, which is 1.65 times that of
the ®rst order approximation, gives the best answer for
this particular test. But it still remains to be investigated
whether the Irwin type of approximation is able to capture
the plastic zone size accurately for general conditions.

5.3
An MSD problem
The MSD cracks are shown in the Fig. 12. There are two
small MSD cracks in front of each tip of the main crack.

Fig. 8. Plastic zone size obtained by the EPFEAM and Irwin
corrections.

Fig. 9. The cracked panel for NIST 90 MSD-3

Fig. 10. T� evaluated at contours of different sizes, and J

Fig. 11. The plastic zone sizes obtained by the EPFEAM and
Irwin corrections for NIST 90 MSD-3
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The far ®eld stress increases monotonically. Crack growth
is not considered. The Fig. 14 shows the T� integral, which
is the same as the J integral in this case, at different load
levels for each crack tip (see ®gure Fig. 12 for the locations
of the crack tips). When the load is small, the T� value at
the MSD cracks are much smaller than those at the main
crack tips, but they become signi®cant as the load in-
creases.

The Fig. 15 shows the T� value at the main crack tip
with/without MSD cracks. The points labelled ``Tip A-1''
are evaluated a contour of radius 0.0873 in. The curve
labelled ``Tip A-2'' is evaluated at a contour of radius
0.2825 in. These two agree well with each other indicating
the path independent nature of T� here. The curve labelled
``Tip AA'' is the one evaluated for the same main crack tip
in the absence of MSD cracks. It is seen that the in¯uence
of the MSD cracks becomes greater as the load increases.

5.4
Cracks emanating from holes
The cracks and holes are shown in the Fig. 16. The FEM
mesh is only for the sheet with the holes. The cracks are
modelled using the analytical solution. Since the piecewise
linear base functions are used in the analytical solution, it
is very easy to construct analytical solutions where the
crack surface traction is zero at the segment within the
hole. The T� values are found in the Fig. 17.

6
Conclusion
The Finite Element Alternating Method is very ef®cient in
saving both time in the computational analysis and human
effort in the mesh generation. It solves for the cracks
(including surface cracks) in ®nite bodies by iterating
between the analytical solution for the embedded crack in
the in®nite domain and the ®nite element solution for the
uncracked ®nite body. Coarser meshes can be used in the
®nite element analysis because the cracks are not modeled
explicitly. One FEM mesh can be used in the analysis of

Fig. 12. The cracks in the MSD problem

Fig. 13. The mesh at the vicinity of the MSD cracks

Fig. 14. The T� integral at different load levels for the MSD
problem

Fig. 15. T� value at the main crack tip with/without MSD cracks
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cracks of different sizes and shape. The global stiffness
matrix for the uncracked body is decomposed only once,
while it is necessary to use very ®ne meshes around the
crack tips and to decompose the global stiffness matrix for
all crack sizes in the most common ®nite element analysis.

The present Part I of this report series provides a
summary of the recent development in the elastic-plastic
®nite element alternating method (EPFEAM), including
i) the method for mixed boundary problems with the
presence of both displacement and traction boundary
conditions at the boundaries of the ®nite body; ii) the
initial stress method used to extend the FEAM to the
elastoplastic analysis; iii) the convergence of the ®nite el-
ement alternating method for the mixed boundary value
problems; iv) the detailed implementation of the analytical
solution for multiple cracks; v) an ef®cient and accurate
algorithm for the evaluation of elastoplastic stress, based

on the generalized mid-point radial return for 3D consti-
tutive laws and the stress subspace method for the plane
stress analysis.

A Computer code for the analysis of stable crack growth
in the presence of Multiple Site Damage (MSD) was devel-
oped. Several numerical examples are presented in this Part
of the report series to show the effectiveness of the method,
while the numerical simulations of the crack growth test
and MSD tests conducted at NIST are provided in the Part
III ``Application predictions of the NIST multiple site
damage experiments''. The T� integral methodology, used
in the elastic-plastic crack growth analysis, is discussed in
the Part II, Fracture and the T�-Integral Parameter.
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Fig. 16. Cracks emanating from holes

Fig. 17. T� at the crack tips at the edge of the hole.
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